
 

 

 
WEEKLY FULL SESSION GUIDE 

 
 

This section is one of my highly 
recommended sections of the program, I 
recommend you do this program at least 

once a week and up to a maximum of 
three times.  

 
Sessions range from 30-45ish minutes 

depending what we cover, of course you 
can pause at any time and restart as 

needed to attend to your baby or other 
needs if required. They include a warm-

up, cardio session (starts from week 
three), strength/core sessions and a cool 

down stretch. Sessions progress in 
difficult level as we go so that your body 
can be challenged to achieve your goals. 

 
It is a delivered to you in follow along 

video format, as well as written format so 
that you can follow at your own pace if 

you prefer for subsequent times after you 
have watched the full session with me at 

least once so you know the cues and 
modifications for exercises as required.  

 
You will need a light weight resistance band for this part of the program, plus other 
aids that you will likely have at your home such as a wall/chair/light weight (filled 

water bottles) etc. 
 

As you will see each week there is a new exercise program, it is progressive allowing 
for those who feel they are ready to progress to the next level with exercises and 

cardio session times are increased weekly to challenge you also. If you are not into 
cardio, feel free to skip this part.  

 
Complement your weekly full sessions with the other exercises or mini circuits, or 

previous weeks exercises to keep your core activated but also challenged. If you are 
not feeling challenged by the end of your sets of exercises be sure to increase your 

resistance in some way such as making your resistance tighter, holding some 
weights (or increasing weights) in your hands to challenge yourself. 

 
Enjoy, and as always, contact me with any questions, concerns or comments  

 


